Is Hillary Clinton running away from her own record on trade deals that have cost Ohio nearly 50,000 jobs?

You decide:

2004: Hillary Clinton: "I think on balance NAFTA has been good for New York and America." [Clinton teleconference on job training fund cuts, 1/5/04]

2003: "Senator Dole was genuinely interested in health care reform but wanted to run for president in 1996. He couldn’t hand incumbent Bill Clinton any more legislative victories, particularly after Bill’s successes on the budget, the Brady bill and NAFTA." [Living History, p.251]

2002: Clinton: "We all know the record of the DLC, the Progressive Policy Institute and, of course, the Clinton-Gore administration. The Economic Recovery Plan stands first and foremost as a testament to both good ideas and political courage, National Service. The Brady Bill. Family Leave. NAFTA. All of these came out of some very fundamental ideas about what would work."
[Remarks of Hillary Clinton at the 2002 DLC National Conversation, 7/29/02]

1998: Clinton praised business leaders for mounting a "very effective business effort in the U.S. on behalf of NAFTA." [FactCheck.org, 10/31/07]

1996: Clinton said, "I think everybody is in favor of free and fair trade. I think NAFTA is proving its worth." [AP, 3/6/96]

Barack Obama has consistently opposed NAFTA.
[Chicago Tribune, February 29, 2004]

As president, he will fix our trade policy and put American workers first.

Vote this Tuesday, March 4.
The primary is open to ALL registered voters in Ohio.
Polls are open 6:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

1-866-675-2008 · Ohio.BarackObama.com
"I think on balance NAFTA has been good for New York and America." - Senator Hillary Clinton, 1/5/04

Time and time again, Hillary Clinton has praised NAFTA. Now she's attacking Barack Obama for saying he's the only candidate who consistently opposed NAFTA.

"One million jobs have been lost because of NAFTA, including nearly 50,000 jobs here in Ohio. I don't think NAFTA has been good for America — and I never have."

Barack Obama, Lorain, OH; February 24, 2008

This Tuesday, March 4, vote for our jobs. All registered voters are eligible to vote in the primary.
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